
IFS-Type Operators on Integral TransformsB. Forte1;2, F. Mendivil2;3, and E.R. Vrscay21 Facolt�a di Scienze MM. FF. e NN. a C�a Vignal,Universit�a Degli Studi di Verona, Strada Le Grazie, 37134 Verona, Italyforte@biotech.sci.univr.it2 Department of Applied Mathematics, Faculty of Mathematics,University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2L 3G1ervrscay@links.uwaterloo.ca3 School of Mathematics, Georgia Institute of Technology,Atlanta, Georgia, USA 30332-0160mendivil@math.gatech.eduAbstract. Most standard fractal image compression techniques rely onusing an IFS operator directly on the image function. Sometimes, how-ever, it is more convenient to work on a faithful representation of theimage which, in certain applications, may be a transformed version ofthe image. For example, if an MRI image is scanned in as frequencydata it may be more natural to work on the Fourier transform of theimage rather than on the image itself. After a brief introduction to frac-tal transforms and classical fractal image compression, we discuss somegeneralities of IFS operators on transform spaces. We then illustrate withexamples from Fourier, wavelet and Lebesgue transforms.We emphasize that the operations can be done completely in the trans-form domain. In some applications, e.g. measures, we may not even needor desire to return to the spatial domain.1 IntroductionIn this paper we consider the construction of fractal, IFS-type (for IteratedFunction Systems) operators on transforms of functions. This represents a con-tinuation of earlier work on generalized fractal transforms acting on completemetric spaces, e.g. probability measures [10], moments of probability measures[6], fuzzy sets [2], Lp spaces [5], distributions [7], Fourier transforms [8] anddiscrete wavelet transforms [12, 16]. The \spirit of IFS" permeates this work asin the past. We also note a related work on Fourier and Laplace transforms offractal sets and multifractal measures [9].First, we begin with an appropriate complete metric space, (F ; dF ), the el-ements of which may represent \images" de�ned over a compact metric space(X; d), the base or pixel space. For an element y 2 F , construct a set of fractalcomponents of y, denoted by yi, which are distorted copies of y supported onsubsets Xi = wi(X), where wi : X ! X denote IFS contraction maps. Thende�ne an associated fractal transform T : F ! F that combines the fractalcomponents yi, 1 � i � N , in a suitable manner so that Ty 2 F . Under certain



(not too restrictive) conditions, T will be contractive on (F ; dF ), implying thatthere exists a unique �y 2 F such that T �y = �y.Given an element y 2 F , the inverse problem of fractal approximation in-volves �nding an operator F whose �xed point �y approximates y to some pre-scribed accuracy, i.e. given an " > 0, �nd a contractive map T" such thatdF ( �y"; y) < " where T" �y" = �y". In practical applications, e.g. fractal image com-pression [4, 11], it is the operator T" that is stored in computer memory. Givenany y0 2 F (for example, a blank screen), Banach's Fixed Point Theorem impliesthat the sequence yn = T"yn�1 converges to �y", the suitable approximation to y.In most practical applications, in particular image compression, fractal trans-forms are applied directly to the image. The space (F ; dF ) is an appropriatefunction space, typically L2([0; 1]2;m). However, as is done in other approx-imation schemes or image compression methods, one may work with faithfulrepresentations of images in a kind of \dual space" (G; dG). Examples are mo-ments of probability measures [6], Fourier transforms of L2 functions [8], anddiscrete wavelet expansions of L2 functions [3, 12, 15, 16]. In these cases, the IFSoperator T on (F ; dF ) induces an a�ne operator M on (G; dG) as indicated inthe following diagram: -
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Inverse problems of fractal approximation in (F ; dF ) are then transformed toinverse problems in (G; dG). Under the conditions that T , henceM , is contractive,solutions to the inverse problem in (G; dG) using the Collage Theorem may thenbe formulated. Indeed, this was the procedure followed in Refs. [6, 8, 16].We also mention that once function approximation/image compression isachieved in the space G, it may not be necessary to return to the space F . In fact,in some cases, e.g. moments of measures/images, a return may not be practicallypossible, nor would it be of interest to do so. In such cases, one works exclusivelyin the transform domain. We emphasize, however, that when working in such\dual spaces," it is important to establish a number of properties, including1. Completeness of the dual space (G; dG).2. The \faithfulness" of G (i.e. is it an isomorphism of F?) as well as theoperator M (i.e. does M map G to itself?)Assuming that T is contractive, the above properties are necessary to ensure theexistence of a unique �xed point �g 2 G, i.e. �g = M�g, by Banach's Fixed PointTheorem.



A natural question that arises in the study of induced operators is, \Howdoes operating on G instead of on F relate to operating directly on F?" Forexample, what is \self-similarity" in the transform domain if, in fact, this is ameaningful question?Although it appears very natural to consider the induced operatorM on thespace G, we are not constrained to use it. As we shall see below, it may be advan-tageous to use another operator, depending upon the application. Nevertheless,the conditions of contractivity as well as completeness listed above must still beestablished.In this paper (G; dG) will be an appropriate space of function transforms,in particular integral transforms. There are two major motivations for this ap-proach:1. In many cases, the data which we seek to represent or compress is the resultof an integral transform on some function space, e.g. MRI data, blurredimages.2. It may be more convenient to work in certain spaces of integral transforms.For example, as we show below, Lebesgue transforms of normalized nonneg-ative L1 functions are nondecreasing and continuous functions. These latterfunctions may be easier to work with, especially in the sense of approxima-bility.In Section 2, standard IFS-fractal transforms on functions are very brieyreviewed, mostly for purposes of notation. In Section 3, we consider the integraltransform, with kernel K, of a \fractally transformed" function, i.e. Tf , andrelate it to the integral transform of f . This equation simpli�es if K satsi�es ageneral functional equation. It is then of interest to examine whether the kernelK itself can satisfy an IFS-type equation, for which it is necessary to examine thegeneral space of kernels. A special class of solutions for this functional equationare considered. Finally, we present some examples.For ease of notation and clarity of discussion, the following discussion isretricted to the one-dimensional case. However, the extension to two (or more)dimensions is straightforward.2 Iterated Function Systems with Maps (IFSM)Briey, standard fractal image compression schemes are variations of a�ne IFSMwith associated fractal transform operators [5, 7]. Let (X; d) denote the base orpixel space and m be a measure on X (usually the unit square with Lebesquemeasure for the computer screen). Let wi : X ! X , 1 � i � N be contractionmaps and denote Xi = fwi(x)jx 2 Xg. (In most practical applications, wi :Di ! Ri, where Di; Ri 2 X denote, respectively, domain and range blocks sothat Xi = Ri.) For simplicity, as is done in practice, the wi are assumed to bea�ne contractions. In our one-dimensional treatment, X = [0; 1] and we denote:wi(x) = cix+ ai; ci; ai 2 R; 0 � ci < 1; 1 � i � N: (1)



Associated with each IFS map wi is an a�ne grey-level map:�i(t) = �it+ �i; �i; �i 2 R: (2)The N -map IFSM, denoted in vector notation as (w; �), de�nes a fractal trans-form operator T : F ! F . The action of T on an image function u 2 Lp(X;m)is given by [5, 7] (Tu)(x) = NXi=1 ui(x); (3)where the ui(x) denote the fractal components of X :ui(x) = ��i(u(w�1i (x))); x 2 Xi;0; x =2 Xi: (4)Because of the additivity of integrals, the natural combination of fractal compo-nents in Lp spaces is addition. A straightforward calculation yields the boundk Tu� Tv kp� Cp k u� v kp; 8u; v 2 Lp(X;m); (5)where Cp = NXi=1 jcij1=pj�ij: (6)The scalars ci and �i are seen to determine whether or not the operator T iscontractive in Lp(X;m). If T is contractive, then there exists a unique �xedpoint �u = T �u. Note that if all coe�cients �i = 0, then T is linear in Lp(X;m),implying that �u = 0 is a �xed point.3 Fractal Transforms of Integral Transforms3.1 Derivation of a Functional Equation for the KernelIn this section we let S : F ! G denote an integral transform with kernelK : X �R! R, bf(s) = (Sf)(s) = ZX K(t; s)f(t) dt: (7)We shall also write this transform in inner product form as Sf =< K; f >.Let T be an a�ne IFSM operator as de�ned in Eq. (3). For an f 2 Lp(X),let g = Tf . Then the transform bg = S(g) is given bybg(s) = ZX K(t; s) NXi=1 ��if(w�1i (t)) + �i� IXi (t) dt= NXi=1 �i ZXi K(t; s)f(w�1i (t)) dt + NXi=1 �i ZXi K(s; t)dt= NXi=1 �ici ZX K(ciu+ ai; s)f(u) du + b�(s); (8)



where b�(s) = NXi=1 �idIXi(s): (9)(Note that b�(s) depends only on the �i - and, of course, the Xi - but not on f .)Eq. (8) may be written in the form< K;Tf >=< T yK; f > + L(s); f 2 F ; (10)where the operator T y may be interpreted as a kind of \adjoint" fractal operatoron the kernel K, (T yK)(t; s) = NXi=1 �iciK(cit+ ai; s); (11)and L as a kind of condensation function. However, the dilations in the spatialvariable produced by T y in Eq. (11) represent expansions. In contrast to IFSMfractal transforms on functions, the transform K is tiled with expanded copiesof itself.We now focus on Eq. (8) and attempt to rewrite the integrals involving Kas bona �de integral transforms of f . First, we writeZX K(ciu+ ai; s)f(u)du = ZX K(ciu+ ai; s)K(u; �i(ci; ai; s))K(u; �i(ci; ai; s))f(u)du; (12)where the �i functions perform a renormalization or scaling of the transformvariable s. It is desirable that the quotient in the integrand on the right beindependent of the integration variable u, i.e. constant with respect to u. Mostgenerally, this implies thatK(ciu+ ai; s) = Ci(ci; ai; s)K(u; �i(ci; ai; s)); i = 1; 2; : : : ; N: (13)However, allowing each scaling relation to possess its own functions Ci and �imay be too general since, for example, no \self-similarity" property is imposedon K . Therefore, we postulate the following functional relation to be satis�edby the kernel K and the functions C and �:K(ciu+ ai; s) = C(ci; ai; s)K(u; �(ci; ai; s)); 8u 2 X; i = 1; 2; : : : ; N; (14)Eq. (14) may be considered in several ways, including:1. as a functional relation between the kernel K, the constant C and scalingfunction �,2. as a functional equation in the unknown functions K and �, given C,3. as a functional equation in the unknown functions C and �, given K.As in the case of di�erential equations, the solution of functional equations re-quires \initial conditions." In addition, however, an admissible space of functionsin which solutions are sought must also be speci�ed. This is the subject of futureresearch. A few simple results are presented in Section 3.3.



3.2 Induced Fractal Operators on the Fractal TransformsIf the functional equation in (14) is satis�ed by the kernel K, then the integralsin the �rst sum of Eq. (8) simplify toNXi=1 �ici ZX C(ci; ai; s)K (u; �(ci; ai; s)) f(u) du = NXi=1 �iciC(ci; ai; s) bf(�(ci; ai; s)):The net result is the relationbg(s) = (M bf)(s)= NXi �iciC(ci; ai; s) bf(�(ci; ai; s)) + b�(s); (15)a kind of self-similarity equation de�ning the action of operator M in the �gureof Section 1.If we now assume that T is contractive in Lp(X) with �xed point �f , thenb�f = S( �f ) satis�es the �xed-point equation b�f =Mb�f orb�f(s) = NXi=1 �iciC(ci; ai; s)b�f(�(ci; ai; s)) + b�(s): (16)However, there remains the question whether the operator M is contractive inthe space of transforms G and with respect to what metric. Assuming that G is aBanach space with norm denoted k � kG , we de�ne the metric dG(u; v) =k u�v kGfor u; v 2 G. If M is contractive in this metric then, by Banach's Fixed PointTheorem, b�f(s) may be generated by standard iteration: Start with any functionv0 2 G and de�ne vn+1 =Mvn. Then vn ! b�f as n!1 in the dG metric.In many practical examples, including Fourier and wavelet transforms, thecoe�cients C(ci; ai; s) in Eq. (15) may be bounded with respect to s. In suchcases, a straightforward calculation yieldsdG(Mu;Mv) � DdG(u; v); u; v 2 G; (17)where D = NXi=1 cij�i �Ci(ci; ai; s)jjJij�1 (18)where �Ci = maxs C(ci; ai; s) and jJij denotes the (maximum of the) Jacobian ofthe transformation s! �(ci; ai; s). Contractivity of M is guaranteed if D < 1.3.3 Some Remarks on the Functional Equation for the KernelIt is natural to inquire about the actual meaning of the functional equation in(14). Suppose that K is a solution. Furthermore, consider the particular case in



which the sets Xi = wi(X) (or the range blocks Ri) 1 � i � N , form a partitionof X , herewith to be referred to as an IFS partition of X , the case normally em-ployed in practical fractal image and signal compression. In this nonoverlappingcase, each point x 2 X has only one fractal component (neglecting boundarypoints in the continuous case). As a result, we may \invert" Eq. (14) to giveK(t; s) = C(ci; ai; s)K(w�1i (t); �(ci; ai; s)); t 2 Xi; i = 1; 2; : : : ; N: (19)The nonoverlapping nature of the Xi allows us to express this result as follows,K(t; s) = (MK)(t; s)= NXi=1 C(ci; ai; s)K(w�1i (t); �(ci; ai; s)): (20)Thus, as in the case of the IFSM fractal transform T , cf. Eq. (3), K is nowwritten as a linear combination of its own fractal components under the actionof the IFS maps wi. In other words,K is the �xed point of a fractal transformMthat operates on kernels. Note that there is no restriction on the IFS partitionof X , implying that K satis�es a kind of universal self-similarity. Clearly, thisis a special property.The following proposition shows that the functional equation in (14) is equiv-alent to this type of universal self-similarity.Proposition 1. The function K(t; s) satis�es the functional equation Eq. (14)for �xed functions C(c; a; s) and �(c; a; s) if and only if for every IFS partitionof X with IFS maps of the form wi(x) = cix+ ai there are functions Ci(s) and�i(s) so that K is the �xed point of the fractal transform operator(MK)(t; s) = NXi=1 Ci(s)K(w�1i (t); �i(s)): (21)Proof. By the comments immediately preceding the statement of the proposi-tion, we know that if K satis�es the functional equation, then for any IFSMpartition of X , K is the �xed point of the IFSM (21) where Ci(s) = C(ci; ai; s)and �i(s) = �(ci; ai; s).Conversely suppose that for any IFSM partition of X there are functionsCi(s) and �i(s) such that K is the �xed point of the induced IFSM operator(21). In order to show that K is a solution to the functional equation, we mustde�ne the functions C(c; a; s) and �(c; a; s).To this end, let c and a be �xed such that w1(x) = cx+a de�nes a contractivemap from X to itself. Choose w2; w3; : : : ; wn to be a�ne maps such that the IFSfw1; w2; : : : ; wng is an IFS partition of X . Then by hypothesis we know thatthere are functions Ci(s) and �i(s) so that K is the �xed point of the inducedIFSM given by Eq. (21). De�neC(c; a; s) = C1(s)



and �(c; a; s) = �1(s):Then for all s and t and for this speci�c choice of c and a we haveK(ct+ a; s) = C(c; a; s)K(t; �(c; a; s))and so K satis�es the functional equation Eq. (14) for this speci�c choice of cand a.Clearly, since c and a were arbitrary, the above procedure can be performedfor all c and a, thus constructing functions C(c; a; s) and �(c; a; s) so that Ksatis�es the functional equation. utTo repeat, the functional equation is equivalent to the property of universalself-similarity. The solution K is the �xed point of an IFSM-type operator onkernel functions. Note, however, that it is not guaranteed that the coe�cientsCi(s) are contractive. An additional complication arises from the fact that theoperator M in Eq. (20) is linear in K. In order to avoid the trivial solutionK(t; s) = 0, it may be necessary to restrict the solution space of the functionalequation to appropriate \shells," as is done, for example, in the case of IFSPMarkov operators and probability measures. These are open questions for furtherresearch. We now examine the functional equation for some very special cases.Proposition 2. Suppose that a kernel K satis�es the functional equation in Eq.(14) for �(ci; ai; s) = s. Then K is independent of t, i.e. K(t; s) = K(s).Proof. For simplicity of notation, let us drop the subscripts i. Choose �xed valuesof c and a. Then for K(t; s) 6= 0 we haveC(c; a; s) = K(ct+ a; s)K(t; s) :Since t 2 X and s 2 R are independent variables, it follows that both sidesof the equation are independent of t (since the left-hand side is t-independent).Now, choose the value t� = a=(1� c) so that ct�+a = t�. (The existence of sucha t� 2 X is guaranteed by the assumption on the IFS maps that wi : X ! X .)Inserting this value of t into the above equation yieldsC(c; a; s) = K(t�; s)K(t�; s) = 1:This result is true for all values of c; a; s. Therefore, the functional equationreduces to K(ct+ a; s) = K(t; s);the only solution of which is K(t; s) = f(s), a function of s only. utThe following result is obtained in a very similar fashion.Proposition 3. Suppose that the kernel K satisfying the functional equation inEq. (14) is independent of s, i.e. K(t; s) = K(t). Then K is a constant.



These two simple results illustrate the importance of \mixing" between thespatial variable t 2 X and the transform variable s 2 R. In the following, theparticular consequences of separability of the kernel K are examined.Proposition 4. Suppose that the kernel K satisfying the functional equation inEq. (14) is separable, i.e. K(t; s) = K1(t)K2(s). Then K1 is constant on X andK2 satis�es the relationK2(s) = C(ci; ai; s)K2(�(ci; ai; s)): (22)Proof. Once again, for simplicity of notation, we omit the subscripts i and choose�xed values of c and a. Then, assuming separability (as well as K(t; s) 6= 0), arearrangement of Eq. (14) yieldsK1(ct+ a)K1(t) = C(c; a; s)K2(�(c; a; s))K2(s) = A; (23)where A is a real constant, since t 2 X and s 2 R are independent. For theparticular value t = t� = a=(1� c), we �nd that A = 1, which must hold true forall values of c; a; s. Therefore K1(cu+ a) = K1(u), implying that K1 is constanton X . The functional relation (22) for K2 then follows immediately. utProposition 5. Let T : Lp(X) ! Lp(X) be the fractal transform operator as-sociated with an N-map a�ne IFSM, as de�ned in Eq. (3) of Section 2. For anf 2 Lp(X), let g = Tf . Let bf and bg denote the integral transforms of f and grespectively, assuming that the kernel K satis�es the functional equation in Eq.(14) and is separable, i.e. K(t; s) = K1(t)K2(s). Thenbg(s) = " NXi=1 �ici# bf(s) + b�(s); (24)where b�(s) is de�ned in Eq. (9).Proof. From the previous proposition, it follows that K1(x) = B, a constant, onX . Therefore, bf(s) = BK2(s) ZX f(t)dt: (25)Substitution into Eq. (15) yieldsbg(s) = NXi=1 �iciBK2(s) ZX f(t)dt+ b�(s); (26)which, when rearranged, gives the desired result. utThe reader may compare Eq. (24) with Eq. (15). When the kernelK is separable,the resulting operator M relating bg to bf is rather simple in form, involving nodilations in the transform variable s. (This is a consequence of the fact that K is



constant with respect to variations in the spatial variable t 2 X .) If we furtherassume that the IFSM operator T is contractive with �xed point �f , then, fromEq. (24), with f = g = �f , it follows thatb�f(s) = b�(s)"1� NXi=1 �ici#�1 : (27)4 Examples4.1 Fourier TransformThe kernel is K(t; !) = ei!t, so thatK(ciu+ ai; !) = ei(ciu+ai)! = eiai!eiuci! = eiai!K(u; ci!): (28)Thus, C(ci; ai; !) = eiai! and �(ci; ai; !) = ci!. If g = Tf , then Eq. (16) becomesbg(!) =Xi �icieiai! bf(ci!) + b�(!): (29)Notice that if T has contractive spatial maps (the wi's) then the inducedoperator will have expansive spatial maps. Intuitively, this happens because largefrequencies correspond to small scales and small frequencies correspond to largescales. Computationally this happens because the kernel is of the form K(t; s) =M(st). For a kernel of the form K(t; s) = M(t=s), one would have a directrelationship between frequency and scale.It is well known that f; g 2 L2(X) implies that bf; bg 2 L2(R). Thus it isconvenient to use the usual L2 metric in G. Following the calculation of Eq.(18), we �ndkMbu�Mbv k2 � NXi=1 c1=2i j�ij k bu� bv k2; bu; bv 2 L2(R): (30)From Eq. (6), with p = 2, contractivity of the IFSM operator T implies contrac-tivity of M .In the case of measures, i.e. f; g 2 M(X), the set of Borel probability mea-sures on X , some care must be taken in the construction of a suitable metric onthe space of transforms G of measures [7]. It can then be shown that contractivityof T implies contractivity of M . We refer the reader to [7] for details.Finally, from a historical viewpoint, we recall Zygmund's [17] analysis ofthe Fourier transform of (uniform) Cantor-Lebesgue measure on the classicalCantor set. Not surprisingly, his analysis, which exploited the self-similarity ofthe problem, was quite analogous to the fractal transform method.



4.2 Wavelet TransformIn this case, the kernel is given by K(t; s; b) =  � t�bs �, where  (x) denotes amother wavelet function. There are two transform variables, s and b, correspond-ing to scaling and translation, respectively.K(ciu+ ai; s; b) =  �ciu+ ai � bs �=  �u� c�1i (b� ai)sc�1i � (31)so that the functional equation satis�ed by K isK(ciu+ ai; s; b) = K(u; sc�1i ; c�1i (b� ai)): (32)Here, C(ci; ai; s; b) = 1 and the scaling function for the parameter s is �(ci; ai; s; b) =sc�1i . Thus, for g = Tf , we obtainbg(s; b) =Xi �ici bf �sc�1i ; c�1i (b� ai)� : (33)Numerous authors have studied the possibilities of mixing IFS with wavelets(see, for example, [3, 8, 12, 15, 16] and references therein) with good results. Themultiresolution structure of the wavelet transform makes it an ideal candidatefor fractal analysis.4.3 Lebesgue TransformK(t; s) = � 1; if 0 � t � s0; if s � t � 1:This kernel satis�es the functional equation withK(ciu+ ai; t) = K(u; t� aici );where we recall that ci > 0. Another (perhaps more useful) way to write theLebesgue transform of f is as bf(s) = Z s0 f(t) dt: (34)If we restrict f to be positive (as is the case for image functions) then it maybe viewed as a density function on X = [0; 1]. Then bf(s) will be the cumulativedistribution function (CDF) for f . For f 2 L1, bf(s) is nondecreasing and con-tinuous, with (Sf)(0) = 0. If we assume f to be normalized, i.e. k f k1= 1, thenbf(1) = 1.



If we relax the condition that the Lebesgue transform bf(s) be continuous ins, then the space G is given byG = fF : [0; 1]! [0; 1] : F (0) = 0; F (1) = 1; F nondecreasing g;which is the set of CDFs for probability measures on [0,1]. A suitable choice offractal-type transforms M on this space is as follows [13, 14]. We again assumethat the sets wi(X) overlap only at their endpoints. Then for an f 2 G:(Mf)(x) = �if(w�1i (x)) + �i; x 2 Xi; (35)where�1 = 0 and �i + �i � �i+1 � 1 and �N + �N = 1:(The reader may verify that the above conditions guarantee that M preservesthe nondecreasing property. Technically, the above equation is not valid at anypoints of intersection of the wi(X). At those points, one would choose eitherthe maximum or minimum of the two \fractal components" in order to preserveright or left continuity, respectively.) The papers [13, 14] contain an extendeddiscussion of this example with some very nice applications to image represen-tation.This de�nition of M on G is slightly more general than the operator inducedby the IFSM map T : F ! F as it permits the introduction of point masses atthe boundaries of the intervals Xi = wi(X). It essentially represents a \granduni�cation" of all IFS-type schemes, since G may now include the Lebesguetransforms of measures, functions and distributions.4.4 Moments of MeasuresThis �nal example is perhaps more of a \nonexample," in two aspects. First,the domain of the transform is the space of Borel probability measures on [0; 1].Second, the transform space is a sequence space { the space of moments ofmeasures on [0; 1] (as discussed in [6]).Let M(X) be the collection of probability measures on X = [0; 1] and � 2M(X). We de�ne the moment sequence bygk(�) = ZX xk d�(x) for k = 0; 1; 2; : : : (36)so the \kernel" for this transform is the function K(x; n) = xn. Clearly, thiskernel does not satisfy equation (14).Note that �0 = 1 since � is a probability measure. Furthermore, gk+1 � gksince xk+1 � xk for x 2 [0; 1]. Thus, (gk) 2 l1. We de�ne the space�l20 = fc = (c0; c1; : : :) 2 l1jc0 = 1g
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